
Solutions for Act VI Scene 4 - Put All The Pieces Together

There are obviously many things you must “grok” in order to complete this puzzle.  And 
a breakdown of all the minutiae will follow in the Appendix.  But as you examine the 
details of this puzzle and begin to make progress on the variety of sub-puzzles, you 
should eventually start to arrive at a few basic understandings which should help you get 
a toehold into the larger puzzle.  These essential realizations are as follows:

 •  Each of the first twelve sub-puzzles will give you five letters to use later.
 •  The letters naming the first twelve sub-puzzles correspond to pentomino pieces.
 •  The twelve pentomino pieces will fill the 3 x 20 grid on the thirteenth page.
 •  The tiny numbers that compose the letters of the first twelve sub-puzzles
  give a clue to the order of the placement of those pieces in the grid.
 •  The 13 page numbers hint that the final cluephrase will have 13 words in it,
  as well as giving the respective lengths of those words.

So on one hand, we have a grid which will get filled by pentomino pieces as follows:

(Note that the “Y” and “Z” pieces are reflected when placed --
which is “mirrored” by their respective sub-puzzles being reflected, as well.)

On another hand, we will eventually have 13 words which get spelled out once the letters 
get properly arranged in the grid:

This provides the framework within which you’ll fill in the letters you get from the 
solutions to the twelve sub-puzzles.  Next, let’s see those letters . . . as well as what each 
of the letters “stood for” in each puzzle!

(1) (2) (3) (6) (7) (9) (11) (12)

(4) (5) (8) (10)



   Sub-puzzle       Letters

  “F” is for “Fibonacci”    D E S T T
  “I” is for “IMDB”     I O U W Y
  “L” is for “Latitude”/“Longitude”  E H O S T
  “N” is for “Nonogram”    A D E H H
  “P” is for “Palindrome”    H L T T U
  “T” is for “Telegraph”    A I N S W
  “U” is for “Unique”    H L N O X
  “V” is for “Volume”    A H T W W
  “W” is for “World Clock”   A D N R R
  “X” is for “Xenogamy”    E I I L S
  “Y” is for “Yoga”     E E F I N
  “Z” is for “Zork”     E H L O V

Again -- the logic behind filling in the letters will be covered in the Appendix.  But the 
final configuration of the grid will be as follows:

“When finished you will have learned that the sixth word was the solution.”  Well -- 
since the sixth word of this cluephrase is “learned,” that must be our solution!

APPENDIX:

Below follows solutions for the twelve sub-puzzles proper and then an explanation of 
how the final grid could get filled in.

The answer is: learned

W H E N F I N I S H E D Y O U W I L L H
A V E L E A R N E D T H A T T H E S I X
T H W O R D W A S T H E S O L U T I O N



“F” is for “Fibonacci”

The clues and the birthdates should be sufficient to have an Internet search yield the 
following names:

 An American guitarist (7-3-30)    Tommy Tedesco
 A Salvadoran pageant winner (10-15-91)  Elena Isabella Tedesco Bardi
 An Italian actress and singer (3-28-52)   Paola Tedesco
 An Italian midfielder and manager (2-1-76)  Giacomo Tedesco
 A Spartak Moscow manager (9-12-85)   Domenico Tedesco

Hmmm . . .  It does seem like “Tedesco” is going to be important.  But how?

Well -- in each case, it said that either of a pair of words/phrases could yield these results.  
Can we figure out that mechanism?

“Tommy” does share a lot of letters with “mothy” and “mythos.”  And “Elena” shares a 
lot of letters with “Ealing” and “enable.”  In fact, looking down the column, we see 
there’s always a lot of overlap . . . especially towards the beginning of the words.

In fact, each name can be made by anagramming the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 5th (and 8th and 
13th and 21st, if necessary) letters of any of the given words/phrases . . . so long as you 
use the first letter twice.

(Fibonacci, anyone?)  1,  1,  2,  3,  5,  8,  13,  21,  .  .  .

So if we use this Fibonacci mechanic on “Tedesco” we get “T,” “T,” “E,” “D,” and “S,”  
giving us the five letters we need from this sub-puzzle.

D  E  S  T  T



“I” is for “IMDB”

Here’s another puzzle where research is going to be required.  If you did an Internet 
search for the ten names given, you’d likely find an Internet Movie Database listing as a 
top hit for many of them.  This might lead you to IMDB.com to see if there’s any overlap.

And there is!  There are five unique “triples” that give us the names of five movies.  Now 
granted -- some of the names have a lot of film credits (Tinto Brass, anyone?), and some 
of the names are fairly common (like “Ranjeet Singh” or “Trevor Murphy”).  But there’s 
also names like “Xueqiong Zeng” (who has exactly one film credit) to get you started 
down the right path.  And once you know what you’re looking for, it gets easier and 
easier to find each succeeding title.

 Year        Actor    Editor  Title

 1966  Victor Israel   Tinto Brass   Yankee
 1967  Roger Van Hool  Monique Isnardon  Oscar
 1993  Ranjeet Singh  Andreas Kopriva  India
 2003  Xueqiong Zeng  Keung Chow  Uniform
 2018  Trevor Murphy  Rodrigo Narvaez  Whiskey

The five film titles we get are also part of the International Radiotelephony Spelling 
Alphabet, which gives us the letters “Y,” “O,” “I,” “U,” and “W.”

(And in case you care -- the names I selected for this puzzle were the last actor listed in 
the cast list for each movie and the first film editor listed in the crew list . . .)

I  O  U  W  Y



“L” is for “Latitude”/”Longitude”

While these bits of map might start off looking rather featureless and plain, there are 
nevertheless enough clues to help you locate them.  “Assagny National Park” places the 
first map in the south of Côte d’Ivoire.  “Nasarawa” and “Benue” place the second map 
in Nigeria.  “Parque Nacional do Bicuar” places the third map in Angola.  “Mangetti 
National Park” and “Naye-Naye Concession Area” places the fourth and fifth maps in 
different parts of Namibia.  Using the maps’ other clues lets you pinpoint each location.

Now -- none of the red markers seem to be marking anything terribly interesting.  And if 
you thought that “L” was merely for “Location,” you might be a bit perplexed.  But if it 
dawned on you to check the latitude and longitude coordinates for each marker, you’d 
notice something interesting . . .

           5.00° N, 5.00° W

   8.00° N, 8.00° E         15.00° S, 15.00° E

 19.00°S, 19.00° E         20.00° S, 20.00°E

We’re seeing pairs of the numbers 5, 8, 15, 19, and 20 . . . and correspondingly (A1Z26)
getting the letters “E,” “H,” “O,” “S,” and “T.”

E  H  O  S  T



“N” is for “Nonogram”

When solving this nonogram, it helps to realize that the colors kind of divide the big 
nonogram into five smaller-but-interrelated nonograms.  Below is the final image.  (I’m 
not going to type out every logical step to get this final image -- other than to say that the 
vertical line in the “A” is an excellent place to start solving.)
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“P” is for “Palindrome”

Many numbers can form a palindrome if you repeatedly reverse the number’s digits and 
then add the resulting numbers through an adequate number of iterations (sometimes 
called the “196-algorithm”).  These are five such numbers.  Your mission (should you 
choose to accept it) is to figure out how many iterations it takes to form the given 
palindromes.

193  !  8 iterations  !  233332

2069  !  12 iterations  !  52788725

6999  !  20 iterations  !  16668488486661

8039  !  20 iterations  !  8813200023188

10597  !  21 iterations  !  99771377317799

With these numbers (A1Z26) we can get the letters “H,” “L,” “T,” “T,” and “U.”

H  L  T  T  U



“T” is for “Telegraph”

This one might start off a little tougher, as it’s not immediately apparent how these pieces 
might lend themselves to a “telegraph” theme.  And some of the clue phrases might 
initially be somewhat general or confusing as well.  But here and there, there are a few 
“low-hanging” clues (like maybe “P.E.” as an “abbreviation for gym class”) to begin 
giving you a toehold.

In particular, “coated with icing” and “feudal laborer,” both being found together in a 
single piece, might be a great place to start.  If “coated with icing” is “frosted” and a 
“feudal laborer” is a “serf,” we might notice that there’s a lot of overlap in terms of 
“letters-used.”  And if you’re thinking about the letters that comprise the words, maybe 
that will help your brain pick up on the fact the “defrost” (“thaw”) is an anagram of 
“frosted” (even if it’s not a very imaginative one).

And since each piece is written as if it’s a division problem looking for a quotient . . . if 
we “cancel” the letters from “serf” from the letters of the words “defrost” or “frosted,” 
we’re left with the letters “d,” “o,” and “t.”

(Morse code, anyone?)

A  I  N  S  W

shaped or phased
p.e.

peridot or diopter
pier

defrost or frosted
serf

diastole or isolated
aisle

snatched or stanched
cent

dashing or shading
gin

adheres or headers
ere

deflation or defoliant
finale

creditor or director
crier

torpid or tripod
rip

considerate or desecration
increase

adroitly or idolatry
riyal

dot dash

dot dot

dash dot

dot dot dot

dot dash dash

A

I

N

S

W



“U” is for “Unique”

To solve this sub-puzzle, first you need to identify the five clues arranged around the 
Venn diagram.  These are “Massachusetts” (red), “quadruplicate” (orange), “square 
numbers” (yellow), “Broadspectrum” (green -- which happens to be a Sydney-based 
company; one of my subtle “shout-outs” to my Australian friends), and “Circus 
Maximus” (blue).  Then you need to notice where the letters of these words fall in the 
accompanying Venn diagram.

The fact that there is a single letter that is unique to each word, plus the fact that those 
unique letters are both alphabetized and in rainbow-order in this puzzle, should be 
enough to confirm that those are the five letters we want from this sub-puzzle.

H  L  N  O  X
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D
P

B

X

O

NL

H

MASSACHUSETTS

CIRCUS MAXIMUS

BROADSPECTRUM

QUADRUPLICATE SQUARE NUMBERS



“V” is for “Volume”

The fifteen graphics in this sub-puzzle are actually orthogonal projections of five 
different “towers” constructed of unit cubes.  There’s a “top” (red), “front” (yellow), and 
“right” (blue) view of each “tower.”  (The placement of the three single squares hinted at 
this arrangement.)  Your challenge was to (1) figure out which views go with which 
tower, (2) reconstruct the towers, and then (3) figure out their respective volumes.

A  H  T  W  W

1 block = “A”

8 blocks = “H”
20 blocks = “T”

23 blocks = “W” 23 blocks = “W”



“W” is for “World Clock”

(Note:  I added the date on which this puzzle was released to the copyright notice on the 
bottom for just this one page, in case people find and try to solve this puzzle in the 
future . . . as opposed to “in real time” during the week where this hunt was live.)

Okay -- that orange and white design is the logo for Apple’s “World Clock” app on the 
Apple Watch, so this sub-puzzle must have something to do with time.  But in order to 
unlock this sub-puzzle, we’re going to need to figure out where those latitude and 
longitude measurements are sending us.  And it turns out they each send us to an 
American city which shares a name with a much more famous capital city in another 
country!

 36.978°N, 85.612°W Edmonton, Kentucky
              (Edmonton is also the capital of Alberta, Canada)

 41.941° N, 93.103° W Melbourne, Iowa
              (Melbourne is also the capital of Victoria, Australia)
         40.464° N, 80.601° W Toronto, Ohio
              (Toronto is also the capital of Ontario, Canada)

 35.880° N, 90.166° W Manila, Arkansas
              (Manila is also the capital of the Philippines)

 37.325° N, 101.208° W Moscow, Kansas
              (Moscow also is the capital of Russia)
 

So now we just need to figure out what time it is in those other countries when it’s the 
time listed for the countries we located . . .

 0200 hours in Edmonton, KY        0100 hours in Edmonton, Alberta  (A)
 0300 hours in Melbourne, IA        1800 hours in Melbourne, Australia (R)
 0400 hours in Toronto, OH        0400 hours in Toronto, Ontario  (D)
 0500 hours in Manila, AR        1800 hours in Manila, Philippines  (R)
 0600 hours in Moscow, KS        1400 hours in Moscow, Russia  (N)

A  D  N  R  R

(Another shout-out to my Australian friends!)



“X” is for “Xenogamy”

Xenogamy is the fertilization of the flower by pollen from a flower on a genetically 
different plant.  And in this sub-puzzle, we can anagram to create the names of five 
distinct types of flower if each can just get a single letter from a different flower!

These traveling, “pollenating” letters -- “E,” “I,” “I,” “L,” and “S” -- are the five letters 
we want as the solution to this sub-puzzle.

E  I  I  L  S

sad L y

waitre S s

id E ogram

sta I r

grand
p I ano

WISTERIA

DAISY

MARIGOLD

SNAPDRAGON

ASTER



“Y” is for “Yoga”

(Note:  This sub-puzzle page was reflected to indicate that the “Y” pentomino piece 
should also be reflected before being placed into the 3 x 20 grid at the end of this puzzle.)

This sub-puzzle was pretty straight-forward.  These are all yoga poses.  Identify them and 
pull off the first letter of each name and you’ve got what you need!

        Eagle Pose

        Easy Pose

        Fish Pose

        Intense Side Stretch Pose

        Noose Pose

E  E  F  I  N

1

2

3

5

4



“Z” is for “Zork”

(Note:  This sub-puzzle page was reflected to indicate that the “Z” pentomino piece 
should also be reflected before being placed into the 3 x 20 grid at the end of this puzzle.)

This puzzle is based purely on Zork-lore.  If you’ve not discovered these things for 
yourself, you can easily find maps and references on the Internet which will divulge the 
necessary information . . .

      In Zork I, there are 69,105 leaves in the pile of leaves.

      In Zork III, there are 8 areas which comprise the Land of Shadow.

      Zork’s feelies referenced Boswell Barwells’  The Lives of the Twelve Flatheads.

      In Zork I, there are 15 maze rooms found in the maze (not counting dead ends).

      In Zork III, we learn the Royal Museum was dedicated on Arch 22, 777 GUE.

With these numbers (again, A1Z26) we get the letters “E,” “H,” “L,” “O,” and “V.”

E  H  L  O  V



Filling In The Grid

(Note:  Again, I’m using Qat -- quinapalus.com/qat.html -- when I look for possible 
words that can fill in this grid.)

There are two eight-letter words in the solution (as clued by the numbers after the dash in 
each page number).  The last one only has one possibility that uses the available letters, 
and that is “solution.”  (And once this word is in place, the three-letter word in the 
second row right above it is forced to be “the.”)  The other eight-letter word also only has 
one possibility, and that’s “finished.”

The next longest word in the puzzle -- the seven-letter word in the second row -- can only 
be narrowed down at this point to “headset,” “hearsed,” or “learned.”  But at the very 
least, we know it will have the form “_ea_ _e_,” so we can go ahead and fill those three 
letters into the grid.

Okay -- the three-letter word in the top row has to be either the acronym “iou” or the 
word “you.”  But since either one will use up the “o” and the “u,” then the only choices 
for the next (four-letter) word are “will,” “wish,” or “yill” . . . which would all “suck up” 
the “i.”  So “iou” is actually impossible, and that three-letter word must be “you” (and 
“yill” is correspondingly right out).

Now -- if the next word is “will,” that will force the word after it to be “hale,” “halo,” or 
“have.”  If the next word is “wish,” that will force the word after it to be “lalo” or “lave.”  
Either way, the “h” and the “l” will get used up, putting an “x” at the end of the second 
row.  With that in place, the only choice for the five-letter word with that “x” in the 
middle is “sixth.”

(Then -- another thing that got guaranteed in the previous paragraph is that the first letter 
of the second row must be an “a.”  So once we’ve filled in “sixth,” we can also place a 
“w” at both ends of the V-pentomino.)

At this point, “word” is the only thing that fits after “sixth.”  And since that uses the “d” 
that would have been necessary to put “headset” up above it, we now know that the 
seven-letter word is definitely “_ear_ed” . . . which also forces a “t” down into the tenth 
cell of the bottom row.



Alright -- we’re really close now.  The first word now has no choice but to be “when.”  
The word before “solution” must be “the,” which forces the four-letter word above that 
to be “that.”  And now we should be able to just use common sense to dispense with the 
last few remaining options and arrive at the final clue phrase:

“When finished you will have learned that the sixth word was the solution.”
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)


